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**The second compelling book in the much loved Red Cliffs Ragged
School Series** For orphan Solomon, Red Cliffs offers a place of

safety. But he still has something to hide . . . When young Solomon's
father is injured in a tragic accident he finds himself at the Red Cliffs
Ragged School on the Torquay coast - a place that takes care of the
poorest children from the cities and is watched over by kind-hearted

but over-worked Sarah Sullivan. The school's new travelling
mistress, the beautiful, flame-haired Sheena O'Reilly, is going to be a
godsend. With Red Cliffs facing closure due to lack of funds it's all
hands on deck while Sarah, Sheena and schoolmaster Harry Higgins
get the school, and the children, ready for inspection. Life at Red
Cliffs is tough enough, but Sarah didn't expect her once-sweetheart
Harry to take such an interest in feisty Sheena. And though Solomon
now has a home and people who love him, he is still withdrawn and
sullen. For it's not just the death of his father plaguing his thoughts,
Solomon is also hiding a terrible secret in his heart . . . Praise for
Linda Finlay 'Warm and atmospheric, you can practically taste the

sea breeze' The Express 'Take time out for a page-turner about family



mysteries and betrayal' Take-a-Break A compelling saga . . . with a
surprising and emotional ending which weaves together the

storylines in a most satisfying way. Strongly recommended and a
great read on a Cornish holiday' cjbrownecrimewriter.com 'A

captivating and emotional novel about a strong woman struggling to
find her own way in the world when others wish to see her fail'

Winstone Books 'I couldn't put it down and found myself finishing it
in no time at all. . . The story was full of twists and turns from the
onset and throughout . . . I really enjoyed reading this book and I
highly recommend that you give it a read' Laurahbookblog 'It was
full of drama, friendship, excitement and was truly a magical story. .
. I definitely will be reading more in the near future' Laurahbookblog
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